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Peter’s Treasure Hunt 2011 on Sunday 26 th June
at Bishops Waltham
Having been asked to arrange another IVR
Treasure Hunt I decided on Bishops Waltham as
the venue for the 2011 event.
The Treasure Hunt was held on possibly the hottest
day in June with temperatures of 80 degrees plus
(26 deg c), there were 29 "Hunters" (15 Club
members and 14 visitors / friends).

David M0XIX searches for a clue

After leaving the church the route passed some
"Real Ale" pubs and a replica Water Pump, then
down one of the streets judged annually for the
town’s best floral display. On the way several
groups encountered a huge swarm of bees to add to
the excitement, thankfully no one was stung.
Continuing to a sweet shop that sold sweets in the
old fashioned way, in paper bags, not in packets here the clue was "what did the last customer
buy ?” The answer was in the shop window, an
old ‘£. s. d.’ cash till with ‘No Sale’ rung up Answer: nothing.
Finally on down the town High Street to the
Jubilee Clock, passing a building where Padbury
Clocks were made in the 18th & 19th century.
Then back to the car for the 3 driving clues prior to
arriving at the Farmers House Pub at Durley where
drinks and Sunday meals were ready to be ordered.
The weather was such that we were all able to take
our refreshments in the large gardens adjacent to
the pub.

For a change, there were three types of clues written, photographic and driving.
With previous winners Brian G0UKB & Liz
M0ACL away in Germany the field was wide open
for a "new winner".

Peter presents 1st prize to Graham G3XSD

1st G3XSD Graham & team 89 points
2nd G0BHK Ted & team 80 points
3rd G8IOK John & team 77.5 points
4th M1ENU Quintin & team 70 points
5th M0XIX David who gained the prestigious
"Booby Prize"
Ted G0BHK & family

Allan G7VQV had a domestic problem half way
through the event and sadly had to return home.

The route was around the town taking in the
Church of St. Peters which contains a Medieval
The event was enjoyed by all and Brian and Liz
Clock. The church had been used as a lookout post
now have some serious competition for the next
during the war and a poster inside still displayed
Hunt, whenever that is.
outlines of enemy planes that might be seen flying
Peter Baxter G4EOW
overhead.
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Minutes of the Itchen Valley Amateur Radio Club AGM held at the
Scout Hut, Chandler’s Ford on Friday 11th March 2011
The Annual General Meeting opened at 20.15
after the distribution of the Annual Report and
Voting for the two Club Awards had taken
place. A very warm welcome was extended to
our visitors which included two new calls:
M6BRA and M6GMB, and our third honorary
member, Derick Hitchens, G0BXI.

was made of the Lottery Award and the
various fund-raising activities such as the
“Tea Bar”, and the Annual Sale, together with
donations and the raffle.

1. Apologies

Proposed by Malcolm Butler G0LMD.
Seconded by Brian Jones G0UKB.

Apologies for absence had been received
from John Noden G8IOK, Liz Jones M0ACL,
Ray Hills G3HRH and Brian Harrison
M0WSR.
Our Chairman Vic Bryant, G3NVB, took the
Chair.
2. Minutes of the AGM held on Friday 12th
March 2010
The Minutes of the previous AGM were
agreed by the members as a true record of
that meeting.
Proposed by Quintin Gee M1ENU,
Seconded by Andy Wedge M0IED.

It was agreed that we would continue to
sponsor the CDXC, the Chiltern DX Club.

5. Chairman's Report.
Vic Bryant G3NVB submitted his Chairman's
Report as part of the Annual Report. He
mentioned the status of the Lottery grant and
the current arrangements for the storage and
use of the trailer and mast.
He then
discussed the Programme of meetings, a
subject which has been exercising the
committee for some time, and how we could
reduce our reliance on individual external and
internal speakers by more use of "Operating
Evenings" and other arrangements. This
would have to be addressed by the new
committee.
Proposed by Allan Cook G7VQV.
Seconded by Ted Stiles G0BHK.

3. Membership Report.
In the absence of the Membership Secretary,
a statement was made on his behalf by the
Treasurer that this past year had been
particularly satisfactory with an increase in
membership from 53 to 60 as a result of a
number of welcome new licences. The
training by the Training Team, who included
G0UKB, G0VNI, G0WIL and G3XSD, was
acknowledged with thanks.
4. Treasurer's Report.
Ted Stiles G0BHK submitted his Treasurer’s
Report as part of the Annual Report. After
explaining each of the entries, his view was
that the club's finances remained at a healthy
level. This was after all the various
commitments had been serviced and was
unlike many clubs in the district who were
experiencing difficulties. Particular mention

6. Presentation of Awards.
The Chairman handed the meeting over to the
President Larry Dale G2DSY, who then
presented the Club Awards as follows:
6.1. The DX Ladder to Ted Stiles G0BHK
6.2. The Clubman of the year jointly to
Brian Jones G0UKB and Liz Jones M0ACL.
(Both Honorary members)
6.3. The Newcomer who had made most
progress on the year to Andy Wedge M0IED.
A special award of an engraved tankard was
made to Brian Jones G0UKB, in recognition of
his impending retirement and the outstanding
contribution he has made to the Club in all
departments.
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A book presentation was made to the retiring
chairman Vic G3NVB, in recognition of the
work he had put into the management of the
club’s programme.
7. Subscription for the year 2011 / 2012.

provided in the club for newcomers. This topic
was discussed and would be a topic for the
committee. One route would be to have an
"Amateur Radio University" session with
specialist speakers on different subjects over
a period, say once a month.

The Treasurer outlined the possibilities for the
subscription, but was of the view that it should
be kept the same as last year: £16 for
members, £24 for a family membership and
£8 for Students. This was agreed by the
membership by a show of hands

10.3.
Andy
Stevenson
M0UGH
distributed a survey on topics for a Building
evening. The results would be discussed by
the committee.

8. Election of Auditors for 2011 / 2012

In closing the meeting the Chairman reviewed
the problems in arranging the programme and
the committee requirements. It was clear that
a large committee was desirable in order to
take account of established members’
retirements after a stint. To encourage people
to join the committee, it should be made clear
that the period should be limited to three or
four years. This would not give people the
feeling of being engulfed in an open ended
commitment.

Auditors were agreed as David Henley M0XIX
(second year) and Paul Wilton M1CNK.
9. Election of the Committee for the year
2011 / 2012.
The President announced a number of
retirements from the committee: G2DSY
(President), G3NVB (Chairman), M0WYM
(Secretary), M0UGH, and G0UKB. Geoff
Morgan G3ROG had volunteered for
committee service. After some canvassing,
the committee proposed was:

11. Chairman's Closing Remarks.

He closed the meeting at 21:10.

Ted Stiles G0BHK
Duncan Keith G3RQF
Graham King G3XSD
John Noden G8IOK
Geoff Morgan G3ROG
Andy Wedge M0IED
Gianfranco Di Genova 2E0GDG
David Henley M0XIX
This was agreed by the membership by a
show of hands.
10. Any Other Business
10.1 Questioned as to the lack of the
printed programme cards, the Chairman
explained that the programme arrangements
had been very volatile and had been
frustrated with a number of cancellations,
making the issue of a printed programme
difficult.
10.2 Gianfranco di Genova 2E0GDG
wanted to have more direct basic instruction
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Mills-on-the-Air 2011

IVARC Membership 2011 / 2012

Wilton Windmill, Grafton, near Marlborough, Wiltshire

On Sunday 15th May 2011 – Colin G4GBP, Brian
G0UKB and Liz M0ACL activated Wilton
Windmill for the Sunday of ‘Mills-on-the-Air’
weekend as GB0WWM.
Windmills, by definition, are built on windy
hilltops and this one is no exception. We erected a
gazebo, then set up our radio station and aerials.
The chosen aerial was the G4GBP inverted ‘L’, as
used on my canal boat with great success. The
inverted ‘L’ is tuned as a quarter wavelength for
80m with a height of 10m. Earthing was supplied
by a couple of large steel tent pegs and about 15m
of bare co-ax braid pushed down into the grass.
We started using the G4GBP Yaesu FT-840
transceiver, but later switched over to the G0UKB
Kenwood TS-590S. Brian was keen to give his
recent purchase an outing. I must say it was a
pleasure to use.
The morning started with a few contacts with other
mills on 80m, but we soon moved to 40m because
of poor conditions. Again we worked a number of
mills around the country and even had a couple of
CW contacts. Other contacts were with near
continental stations – PA, OZ, DL, EI, ON and IN.
We found that the aerial system was not working
too well, tuning was not very good, so we tried a
bit of remedial work. First we wet the earth side of
the aerial system, then we lengthened the aerial.
The extra length meant we had no support, so we
tied a plastic carrier bag to the end of the aerial, so
we can now say we have used a plastic bag as an
aerial support.
We all had a very pleasant day at the Windmill and
finished with a total of 39 QSOs in the log.
Colin North G4GBP
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Callsign

Name

2E0BHY
2E0GDG
2E0PKK
2E0SGP
G0BHK
G0BXI
G0EBK
G0LMD
G0PRZ
G0UJP
G0UKB
G0VNI
G0WIL
G2DSY
G3HRH
G3KXE
G3NVB
G3OFX
G3OTK
G3ROG
G3RQF
G3XSD
G4EOW
G4GBP
G4UEL
G4YUP
G6FRT
G6TRW
G7VQV
G8IOK
G8TEC
G8XIX
M0ACL
M0BZT
M0IED
M0NSA
M0UGH
M0XIX
M1AFM
M1ENU
M6AFG
M6CSO
M6KCL
M6PDR

Steve
Preston
Gianfranco di Genova
Paul
Knight
Felix
Ploeger
Ted
Stiles
Derick
Hitchens
Rod
Bickley
Malcolm
Butler
Don
Symonds
John
Fleetwood
Brian
Jones
Sheila
Williams
Mike
Williams
Lawrence
Dale
Ray
Hills
Eric
Bettles
Vic
Bryant
Peter
Welch
Richard
Harris
Geoff
Morgan
Duncan
Keith
Graham
King
Peter
Baxter
Colin
North
Geoffrey
Hollebon
Peter
Thurlow
Steve
Wedge
Andy
Toas
Allan
Cook
John
Noden
Geoff
Cook
Cheryl
Turner
Liz
Jones
Dennis
Tasker
Andy
Wedge
Graeme
Bragg
Andrew
Stevenson
David
Henley
Anthony
Mori
Quintin
Gee
Clive
Stacey
Chris
Orchard
John
Jopson
Peter
Roberts
Christopher Malton
Robert
Darke

46 Members

Surname

Secretary’s Report 2011 / 12
Unfortunately, the Club was without a Secretary
until Quintin M1ENU took over the role in
November 2011. Thanks to Ted for information
relating to earlier meetings.
Marketing has been addressed as follows. Club
events are notified regularly to Practical Wireless
and RadCom.
The website has been scheduled for redesign, and
links to other sites established. New members are
recognised and introduced at each meeting.
A membership survey questionnaire has been
planned for the website, and will be implemented
in 2012.
The Club has held 23 meetings over the last year,
including 13 talks, 7 Members Forums (previously
called Evenings), the AGM, the traditional
Christmas Social, a Summer Treasure Hunt and a
DF Hunt and barbeque.

Club members have also been involved in events
away from our usual meeting venue, including a
visit to the Fareham ARC for their annual quiz,
the Girl Guides ‘Thinking Day on the Air’ at
Sandleheath, ‘Mills-on-the-Air’ at Wilton
Windmill and ‘Museums-on-the-Air’ at Crofton
Pumping Station. Not to be forgotten is the
Scouts ‘Jamboree-on-the-Air’ when two of our
members Brian G0UKB & Liz M0ACL were
honoured when they were invited to assist with
the operation of GB2GP, the UK main national
station at Gilwell Park.
The monthly raffle has been run very ably 9
times, mostly by David M0XIX, and has yielded
£232.
The following is a summary of the year’s
meetings.
Apr 8th Members’ Evening
1) Introduction to EASYPAL – Allan Cook
G7VQV
2) Latest Experiments with Antennas – Vic
Bryant G3NVB
3) Feld Hell (facsimile technology) – Graham
King G3XSD
4) Trading amateur radio equipment on eBay
– John Noden G8IOK

May 13th Ham Radio de Luxe by John Noden
G8IOK
It is always interesting to find out how others
manage their shacks. Tonight’s talk was no
exception when John showed us how he operated
HF and VHF using phone and PSK31. He
demonstrated the use of PSK31 using Ham Radio
de Luxe.
May 27th ‘Across the wide Pacific’ by Graham
King G3XSD
Graham and Duncan are in regular contact with a
retired yachtsman M0GAM/MM, sailing the world in
‘Dream Away’, and currently in the South Pacific.
This talk was the practical story of how they
maintain contact by remote control of ZL1CLUB-L
via Echolink using HF SSB, PSK31 and Feld Hell.

Jun 10th Members’ Evening
1) G6FRT’s Mystery Box – Steve Wedge
G6FRT
2) Raynet Introduction – John Noden G8IOK
3) Simple Test Equipment – Duncan Keith
G3RQF
Jun 24th QRP transmitter project by Steve Ellis
G7HEP
Steve outlined the design and build of this
excellent small transmitter, with a big punch.
Jun 26th Treasure Hunt by Peter Baxter G4EOW
This took us round the nether regions of Bishops
Waltham, in the stifling heat. Some participants
even had to stop half-way and retire. Another
challenging tour, with local residents looking
askance at senior citizens grovelling on the ground
to see the names on hydrant covers, etc. And, I
never did find some items up by the church. The
day finished with a drink at the Farmer’s Home, an
outstanding pub for a meal.
Jul 8th Members’ Evening

The evening was devoted to a Table Top Sale of
Books, Components and Equipment. “A bigger
load of useless junk I have yet to see,” said one
XYL. Not all Members would agree with those
sentiments, and great fun was had, as well as
useful income for the Club.
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Jul 22nd Two Pesentations

Oct 28th Project Basics by Brian Jones G0UKB

1) Further Transistor Analysis by Duncan
Keith G3RQF
2) Basic Programming of PIC Devices by
David Henley M0XIX.

Duncan examined transistors from first
principles, aiming at those who only understood
valves. The analysis was clear and helpful,
teaching us not to think in valve terms at all, but
just active components. More on these sorts of
topics would be welcomed.
David gave us a very interesting explanation and
demonstration of how PIC devices can be
programmed to control processes.
Aug 12th DF Hunt by Brian G0UKB & Liz
M0ACL

Handsets were provided to each pair of
participants, which could locate small
transmitters, artfully secreted around the grounds
of IBM Hursley, and emitting between 1 and 5
morse dots, but only sporadically. This required
some patience, and many teams followed the
searches of earlier teams to try and assist them.
No one was lost, but several transmitters were
not located. Andy M0IED ran a very
professional barbeque, starting very early and
slow-cooking the meat all day; delicious!
Aug 26th Members’ Evening
1) An Artificial Earth – Peter Baxter G4EOW
2) Noise Reduction – John Noden G8IOK
3) Antennas I have known and loved – Vic
Bryant G3NVB
Sep 9th EasyPal demonstration by Allan Cook
G7VQV

In his usual inimitable manner, Brian
demonstrated how to go about projects. He
covered the research, planning, acquisition of
components, and different ways of putting the
stuff together: breadboarding, rat’s nest,
Veroboard, and printed circuits. He encouraged
more Members to experiment and build kit.
Nov 11th DVD showing of FT5XO DXpedition
The expedition to Kerguelen Island in March
2005 was outlined. Great job for all the crewmembers of this expedition, particularly the
cameraman, who had other roles to attend to
also. I was amazed that so much kit was taken,
built and removed. There were many QSOs
actually shown, as well as the vagaries of
operating, eating, sleeping, and suffering the
weather, all to schedule!
Nov 25th Audio Applications by Paul Wilton
M1CNK

Despite titling his talk “(Semi) Professional
Audio and Applications in the Shack”, Paul took
us through the electronic requirements for the
Eastleigh Baptist Church. With so many
microphones, cameras, loudspeakers and a
projector to deal with, considerable thought has
to be given as to how to meld all these together
seamlessly. We were taken through the various
sections of their super-dooper sound desk, which
now looks less frightening than before. He gave
a practical demonstration of the different
characteristics of the microphones available. Not
to be forgotten is the recording equipment,
provided for the benefit of members not able to
attend services, and for archiving purposes, as
well as a supporting website.

Allan introduced us to EasyPal, digital SSTV
software, and gave a spectacular demonstration.

Dec 9th Christmas Social

Sep 23rd Radio Toolbox by John Noden G8IOK

Brian G0UKB acted as Master of Ceremonies and
produced another of his hilarious and unusual
quizzes stretching our minds with trying to match
US states with the songs that mention them. The
raffle was run by David M0XIX, which distributed
22 prizes. Special thanks are due to Liz M0ACL
for the provision of the refreshments, ably assisted
by Sheila G0VNI.

John gave us some more information on Ham
Radio de Luxe and extended the features to run
the radio Toolbox. A really good investment if
you want a hands-off approach for contesting.
Oct 14th Members’ Evening

1) An SWR meter – Duncan Keith G3RQF
2) Electronic QSLing – Ted Stiles G0BHK

( Secretary’s Report is continued on page 11)
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Chairman’s Report 2011 / 2012
I joined the Committee mid-way through the year
and firstly would like to give my extra thanks to all
those who served on the Committee in 2011-12.
How is it that those who lead the busiest lives are
usually those most prepared to somehow try to
find additional time to serve ? Sadly business and
work commitments did mean that we lost both the
incumbent Chairman John Noden G8IOK and
Andrew Stephenson M0UGH. Thanks to both of
them for stepping into the breach at a time when
they were already so busy. All the committee
members work hard for the Club so it is totally
unfair of the Chairman to single out one member
for praise, but I would like to particularly thank
Ted Stiles for the work he has done in helping the
Club through 2011/12. Ted has a round-trip of
around 100 miles and hasn't missed a committee
meeting and very few Club meetings and was
instrumental in ensuring continuity of the Club
meetings last summer.
I have always had an open question to all
members, and also to locals who hold an amateur
radio licence, but are not members of Itchen Valley
ARC – what exactly is it you want from your
Club?
The Friday evening meetings have, as always,
been interesting and informative, but is that the
end all and be all of IVARC, a twice monthly
lecture club ? During our travels Liz and I have
looked in on other clubs. Many are fortunate to
have a dedicated shack where the club can amass
both radio and test equipment and members can go
during the daytime or at weekends and play radio
or set up special event stations. Often these clubs
have enough space to have far better antennas than
many people have in their own gardens, so they get
used regularly. Sadly IVARC is not in that
fortunate situation, and even if we could get decent
antennas the industrial estate has a somewhat
interesting QRM problem. During 2012 we will be
looking into erecting antennas at Brickfield Lane
once again and if you have any thoughts please let
Andy M0IED know,

dipoles. In fact, the recent ‘Thinking Day On The
Air’ station GB0CFG showed just how easy it is
to be on air with decent antennas on all bands
within just a couple of hours. Watch out for a push
in 2012 to try and get the Club working more
portable stations and special events – I think we
already have 4 or 5 in the pipeline. Again, if you
have any thoughts on how we should be using this
equipment have a chat with anyone on the
Committee.
Another alternative to not having a dedicated
shack is to make the club more functional from
members' own shacks. Liz M0ACL was inspired
by how the RSGB contests helped transform an
ailing Bolton Wireless Society into one of the UK's
most thriving new clubs. I'm sure everyone is
aware of the push to try and get IVARC onto the
contest map by entering as many RSGB contest
events as possible with as many club members as
possible. I know it's not good for the score but,
personally, I'd rather see 10 members entering with
5 QSOs each rather than one or two with 100 or
so. So don't expect the badgering to drop in 2012 !
We've been fortunate again to get an interesting
and varied array of Friday evening presentations
through 2011/12, but booking speakers is getting
harder and, as our ex-Chairman G3NVB knows
only too well, getting speakers who don't cancel at
the last minute is much harder indeed.
Consequently the Committee decided a change to
the meeting format; one meeting each month
would become a forum meeting. Note the words
'forum meeting', not 'natter night'. These meetings
are not intended to be sit-around discussions on
geraniums and the joys of growing old, but
practical problem-solving meetings. Stick a ‘shout’
on the website or raise a question during a
previous meeting and let's see if someone can
come up with an answer or, even better, bring in
the equipment for a practical demonstration at the
next forum. Let's use these meetings to grow our
operating skills, improve our shack efficiency,
learn new techniques and propose club activities.

The Club does, however, have excellent portable
So, back to my earlier question – what do I,
equipment. We have a good, modern HF rig, the
personally, want from a Radio Club ? I think I can
Kenwood TS-570S, a decent 2m FM rig and an
answer this in one simple word “Involvement”.
excellent trailer-mast with 2 element beam for 20m
upwards, a decent collinear for 2m and 70cms and
(Chairman’s Report is continued on page 18)
the opportunity to host a 2m Yagi or 80m and 40m
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Thinking Day on the Air 2011 at Sandleheath
The 22nd February is the birth date of Sir
Robert Baden-Powell and, curiously, of his
wife Olave too. It is celebrated by Girl Guides
and Girl Scouts worldwide as 'World Thinking
Day'. 26 years ago some Guiders had the
idea of extending the celebrations by using
amateur radio, and ‘Thinking Day On The Air’
(TDOTA) was born.

Next to arrive was the 'operating team',
Malcolm G0LMD and Colin G4GBP who were
also joined by Mike G0TQZ, a local amateur
from Alderholt. With Mike, Sheila, Liz and
Brian we, for probably the first time ever, had
plenty of operators and could have possibly
worked 3 stations (High HF, Low HF and VHF)
but there weren't enough rooms, so the two
HF stations shared the same room and one
operator was reduced to listening and helping
the girls hear DX whilst the other HF station
was managing inter-UK Guide-to-Guide
greetings on 80m.
As the afternoon wore on the 'soldering team'
arrived ready for the evening session, David
M0XIX already weary from a Raynet exercise
and Andrew M0UGH who had a 50k cycle ride
each way !

Itchen Valley have a long tradition of helping
Guides with TDOTA and, in fact, our own
M0ACL is the UK National TDOTA
Coordinator. This year we offered a station to
any Guides within the Hampshire West county
area and was amazed when New Forest Avon
District (Fordingbridge and Ringwood area),
said "Yes please, we probably have 200 girls
who would love to take part”. 200 girls is a
LOT especially when some of them may be as
young as 5, so we knew we needed the entire
Club to help rise to the challenge.

And then the 'digital specialist', Allan G7VQV
brought his set-up for EasyPal digital SSTV
and also PSK31. Some good news and some
bad news - the good news is the Guiding
team cooked a great evening meal, the bad
news is that by the time it was over the HF
bands were failing rapidly and poor Allan
could hear plenty, but not quite resolve any
SSTV transmissions.

And rise it did. Liz M0ACL and Brian G0UKB
were the main organising team, sorting the
activities and kitting the projects, but were
joined by Sheila G0VNI and Mike G0WIL in
sorting out the practical aspects of siting the
antennas and sorting out the details.
On the day, the club members arrived in their
impromptu 'teams' - first the 'antenna
specialists' Graham G3XSD and Duncan
G3RQF provided transport for the club trailermast and the 'Oh so essential' experience of
erecting it and the 2 element Steppir antenna.
Mike and Sheila also showed their vast
portable station experience, erecting two 25'
masts to support the ends of the 132' Windom
antenna which would provide 80m and 40m
coverage.

Final adjustments to the trailer-mast

Oh, and we mustn't forget the 'listening team' Ted G0BHK must have been monitoring 80m
all day because as soon as stations started to
dry up he'd be back and work another group
of girls with some most interesting dialogue.
Thanks also to stations who helped keep 2m
alive, Ali M0WRU, Peter G4EOW and John
G8IOK all called in and helped keep the
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volume of traffic up so girls didn't have to wait
for a contact.

An enthusiastic Rainbow passes her greetings

OK, in case you’ve lost count I make that 15,
yes FIFTEEN members of IVARC (plus Mike
from Alderholt, of course) who all gave up
some chunk of their weekend to make this
such a memorable weekend for the girls. A
really great effort from the Club !
So what did we provide for the girls ? Every
participant (about 145 in total) made a simple
RGB flashing LED badge commemorating the
fact they had attended GB0NFA 2011. Morse
Code was represented by way of ‘Morse
Biscuits’ (iced with circular sweeties for dots
and long liquorice strips for dashes), Morse
Bracelets (using coloured beads to spell
names in Morse) and, for the older Guides,
actual morse buzzers and senders. All the
girls, even the 5 year old Rainbows got to talk
to someone on the radio (Ted was brilliant
here) and we managed to pass greetings
messages to several UK Guides stations as
well as VA1YL the Canadian Guide station
and OE5J the National Austrian Scout station,
both manned by their respective national
coordinators. All the Brownies did enough to
qualify for their ‘Communicator’ badge and all
the attendees got a Girlguiding ‘Thinking Day
On The Air’ badge, which is only awarded for
participating in a TDOTA event.

working unit. A bit of a challenge this ! The
plan was to host 3 sessions of 12 girls on
Saturday evening from 6:30 - 10:30 and the
remaining 8 from 9 – 10ish on Sunday
morning. But we hadn't factored in that the
Guide leaders had planned to feed us all,
including the Guides, on Saturday evening, so
our 6:30 start got pushed back to about 8 and
reduced us to 2 evening sessions. Everyone
rallied round, David, Colin and Andrew stayed
late on Saturday and Colin was able to get
back in time for an 8am start on Sunday. The
Guide leaders dealt with parents who were
pressing to pick up their children at 10am and
by 10:20 or so we'd finished 2 morning
sessions and the remaining 20 kits. Hard
work, but everyone, girls, leaders and the
soldering team enjoyed it.
I certainly learned a lot about how to teach
electronics and soldering; Colin was excellent.
Mind you it does help that PICs are resilient
little chips, they withstood reverse polarity
(albeit protesting by getting very hot), short
circuits and even being mounted upside down
in the socket.

A young Rainbow threads her ‘Morse Bracelet’

Sunday morning was busy for the radio team
of Mike and Sheila, too - the late meal on
44 Guides got to make a more advanced LED
Saturday night meant that the upper HF
'mood light' based upon an RGB LED and PIC
bands had pretty much died and 80m was
microcontroller. This was a moderately simple
only alive with Europeans, so the girls made
soldering project with 30 solder joints to be
no contacts on Saturday. Sunday morning
made, most of the girls had never soldered
Mike and Sheila arose to the challenge of an
before, but every single one went away with a
8am start and pulled out all the stops to
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ensure all 40+ Guides got to speak with
someone on air, even if, in some cases, it was
only Mike, just down the road in his car.

(Secretary’s Report continued from page 7)
Dec 25th 2mtr Net run by Brian G0UKB and Mike
G0WIL
A lively morning with around 26 people checking-in
to exchange Christmas greetings.
Jan 13th Members’ Forum
This discussed Club Contests and the requirements
necessary to achieve smooth operation.
Jan 27th Quartz Crystals by Richard Harris G3OTK

In summary, a GREAT weekend made
possible by a real effort from so many Club
members. We've already had feedback from
the Guide leaders who were very pleased and
had already got some very enthusiastic emails
from parents. The club mast and antenna
worked flawlessly (after some remedial work
from Graham and Duncan) and best DX was
Argentina on 15m Saturday evening along
with busting a pile-up for a Kuwaiti special
event station. The ability to complete 44
soldering projects in such short time was
nothing short of amazing. Well done and
thank you to all who helped.

Richard again astounded us with a talk on Drive
Level Dependency of quartz crystals. He was
concerned that some crystals exhibited unusual
characteristics, and this has been known about since
the 1930s. He was able to demonstrate, in several
papers to RadCom, that this originated in interfering
particles on their surface and insufficient cleaning. A
temperature feature is more or less discounted, as is
the heating effect of the current in the crystal. He
built all his own bridge test equipment, and to a very
high standard.
Feb 10th Members’ Forum
Colin G4GBP brought along his display boards
designed for special events, so visitors can read
about amateur radio. Members provided feedback.
Brian G0UKB, Ray G3HRH and Vic G3NVB again
led discussions about contesting and proposed Club
involvement.
Feb 24th APRS by Graeme Bragg M0NSA
Graeme gave a short thought-provoking talk on how
the Automatic Packet Recording System worked,
from its origins in AX.25 to the sending of packets
through digipeaters, now covering the UK. He
showed a map on which live mobiles indicated their
position, speed and occasional short messages, and
how to find a weather report from countless
locations. He followed this up by a short warning on
how to correctly power car-based radio equipment,
having shown the potential horrors of the (radio)
manufacturers’ specifications. Use thick wires; put
the fuse in the positive line only; drill a hole in the
fire wall and grommet it; do not ground the rig; and
upgrade the negative between the battery and the
chassis.
Mar 9th Members’ Forum
This promises to be another interesting evening of
informal presentations and discussion.

Brian G0UKB & Liz M0ACL
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Quintin Gee M1ENU
Secretary

A Year in the Life of…………
Being a review of the activities at the G3NVB QTH and the experiences of G3NVB/P
together with some musings about Amateur Radio
We live in an environment that is always
changing and although we like regularity and
security, we are subject to being swept along
unavoidably with these changes. Amateur
radio is no different and looking back over the
recent past it is amazing how much change
there has been in technology, which has
impacted on our lives and on our hobby. The
latest offering is OPERA.
My activity, as well, has been subject to much
change over the past year and has fallen into
two main categories of “Operating” and
“Experimentation”.
I have to admit to being rather gullible and
something of an addict when it comes to
experimentation and electronic construction. If
someone shows me a new form of gizmo, I
am filled with the urge to go and build one. As
a result I have a large box containing projects
which have been partially finished, finished
but with no further use or which have been
cannibalised for the current and urgent
construction project.

A few projects; 80m QRP transceiver, data logger, ramp
generator and universal PIC controller

The components store

Operating
As many of you know I live at the bottom of a
hill in the Meon Valley - in fact I am
surrounded by hills, none of which are very
high, but sufficient to limit the “Take-Off” for a
radio signal. Over the years I have tried all
sorts of different aerials at HF - A Spider
beam, a vertical Moxon beam for 20m, a Cob
Webb and so on. It is well known that many
DX signals tend to arrive at very low angles
(10 to 50) and my hopes of doing well on the
DX front are always being dashed. I have
concluded that I have to go portable to a
better location in order do achieve any form of
success. What I have said many times is that
site is all-important.
At the beginning of the year I was bitten by
the Contesting bug. Selecting 2m as being the
most active band, I started by visiting a
promising hill top site just outside Winchester.
Settling down in the car with my trusty 3
elements Yagi on top, I switched on and
listened with hope and excitement. Nothing
heard after half an hour ! On returning home I
found that I had been working on BST and the
Rules are in UTC.
Moral - read the rules.

Additionally I have collected a wide range of
components and parts which have been
Next time I got the time right but still nothing.
bought for projects and never used - I always
Now I found that everyone works on SSB, not
buy two or three of what I need “Just in case”.
FM, and at the bottom of the 2m band around
So if any of you have a project on the go and
144.2MHz. Not our favourite channel 145.550.
need a part please feel free to browse my
And they use horizontal polarisation.
component store before going to Farnell, Rapid,
Moral - find out what the others do.
JAB, Maplin or RS Online.
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Since that time I have moved to having the rig
- a YAESU 857, fitted in the boot of the car,
with the front panel detached and fitted on the
dashboard in front of the passenger’s seat.
Wiring is taken along the headlining inside the
car. A sectioned 5m - aluminium pole
supports a monster 7 element Yagi coupled
with low loss (0.8dB) RG213 cable to the rig.
My original RG58 cable showed a loss of
nearly 3 dB. (Shock Horror) The audio is fed
through the car speakers. The site I use is
Cheesefoot Head, just outside Winchester,
which is the highest in the district at almost
200m. There are good views all round and my
best 2m DX so far has been Edinburgh, with
GI and Northern England thrown in. I am
gradually moving up the results list.

So what of the future? Well there are a
number of VHF contests that run each month
and I am now going to attempt to see what 6m
looks like. So watch this space next year.

Sample Operator’s Log

The rig ready for the road

The monthly 2m contest is one of the
highlights of my operating activity. The early
days were characterised by a constant stream
of mistakes. Forgetting the connector between
the aerial and its cable, forgetting the pen to
write down the QSOs. I use a paper log,
which is later transferred to the standard
RSGB computer log programme. The paper
log is squared in the same form as the
electronic log, which makes things easier
when transferring the data. The only major
problem is my bad writing. I have to admit to
being quite excited when the results come
out.
Eventually it all comes together and the only
thing that cannot be predicted is the weather.
We portables are sensitive souls and are at
the mercy of the weather.
Moral - preparation is everything

The other regular operating activity in which I
take part is the Wednesday Net with a group
of club members (and occasionally others)
that use the Alton repeater on 145.725MHz, at
21.30. The repeater has a time limit for each
over of 2 minutes, thus preventing people
“Waffling” and hogging the channel: watching
the second hand of the clock helps to keep
one’s mind concentrated when transmitting.
It’s a good discipline and it makes you think
about what you will be saying the next time it’s
your turn. The aerial here is a “Slim Jim”
which pokes out of the attic window of the
three storey Winchester QTH. Fed by the
YAESU VX7 handheld running 1 Watt.
Experimentation: The 80m Saga
Many of you will remember the rather elegant
80m QRP transceiver that was produced by
the Milton Keynes ARC. Two nice features
which set it apart from the normal run of the
small rigs was the provision of a VFO
stabiliser and an LCD frequency display. Club
members built a number. The only
shortcoming was the large tuning knob
attached directly to the tuning capacitor, which
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I replaced with a ten-turn pot and a varactor.
An improvement, but a steady hand, when
tuning, is still necessary.
I built a small bridge type SWR meter and a
small audio generator to permit transmitter
setting up and aerial tuning. I used it with a
home made loop aerial and made a number of
contacts with it around the UK. The set has no
agc and it is interesting to hear fading on a
signal, which is not always apparent when
using commercially built rigs. However, I was
never satisfied with the audio quality, and
subsequent investigation revealed that the
audio bandwidth was only some 1100 Hz, this
being set by the 10MHz crystal IF filter. This
led me into the world of crystal filters.

Figure 6: Response of CW filter

The move into Crystal Filter measurement
Various methods of filter measurement have
been tried. The encouragement by G3OTK
(our crystal guru) is gratefully acknowledged.
The first method was to use a noise
generator, which fed the filter through the rig,
and the audio output was viewed on a PC
using one of the several oscilloscope
programmes. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the
response for the filters in my ICOM7000 after
feeding the noise generator through the aerial.
Figure 7: Response of RTTY filter

Attempts were made to measure the response
of the crystal filter from the MKARS80 at
10MHz. again using the noise generator. This
entailed building a mixer to bring the response
down to audio, followed by a high gain
amplifier to raise the signal level to something
which could be viewed on the PC screen. The
problem here was the high level of mains hum
superimposed on the response. Further work
was needed to eliminate this, but then
boredom set in and I reverted to making the
measurements by the old tried and trusted
“Armstrong” method.
Figure 5: Response of SSB filter

They are the responses of the SSB filter, the
CW and the RTTY filters, all in the audio
bandwidth, which extends up about 5kHz on
the PC display. Calibration is difficult due to
the noise waveform.

An ancient DDS generator operating in 100Hz
steps at 10MHz was dug out of hibernation to
feed the test filter, and the output viewed on
the calibrated oscilloscope. Results were
converted to dBs and plotted on graph paper.
This was a very laborious method and one
which could be improved on by automation in
this day and age.
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Automating crystal filter measurement
1st Stage

A flash of inspiration led me back to my
early days as a young engineer when a
“Wobbulator” was a useful valve operated
device for setting up 465kHz IF filters for
broadcast radios. A variable frequency
oscillator was swept over a band by a
mechanically driven rotating capacitor. The
output was synchronised to the slow sweep
of an oscilloscope - all very crude by today’s
standards. My version used a 10MHz
oscillator (filched from a long abandoned
receiver project), with its varactor tuning
swept across a narrow band by a triangular
waveform generator. The filter output was
taken through a Logarithmic amplifier with a
dynamic range of some 80dB and sent to
the display oscilloscope. The sweep was
synchronised with the display oscilloscope X
sweep.
The result was a display of the filter
response. However, the sweep, even at
10Hz, was too fast for the filter to respond
properly and “ringing” occurred on the
trailing edge of the sweep due to the energy
contained within the filter under test.

Figure 9: Measurement of filter on Wobbulator showing ringing

Automating crystal Filter measurements
2nd Stage
After much thought I realised that the ideal
solution would be to have an automated
sweep with much slower frequency steps
from a DDS with the filter output taken
through a Logarithmic amplifier and
captured by a data logger (an A to D
converter) then presented to a PC using
EXCEL and printed out. This involved the
use of PICs, meaning PIC programming
(forward Brian G0UKB) and a much greater
knowledge on my part of the manipulation of
EXCEL. A pretty steep learning curve, which
is what amateur radio is all about. The
system block diagram is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: System Block Diagram of crystal measurement kit

Figure 8: Wobbulator

In the meanwhile a set of rather more
expensive crystals had been purchased
from Farnell, and these showed a much
better response. It is believed that the cheap
crystals may be inadequately cleaned as
mentioned in Richard Harris’s (G3OTK)
article in RADCOM.

This first construction stage was using a
varactor controlled VFO driven by a ramp
generator (Courtesy G3OTK) which is shown
in the system block diagram. It is hoped in
time to replace the VFO with the DDS.
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(Vic’s article is continued on page 20)

Museums-on-the-Air 2011

Crofton Beam Engines, Crofton, near Marlborough

On Saturday and Sunday – 25th & 26th June
2011 – Colin G4GBP activated Crofton Beam
Engines as GB0CBE.
The weather was fantastic – sunny and warm.
Negotiations for permission to activate the
station were carried out by Harry G3ZPK, who
is a volunteer driver at the museum. The
chosen site was by the chimney at the rear of
the pumping house near the leat. Power for
the event was kindly supplied by the warden
from his house.
The station was set up on the Saturday
morning using the G4GBP Yaesu FT-840 with
an MFJ Tuner into the G4GBP 80m inverted
‘L’ antenna.
After a slow start finding a suitable frequency
to operate and get replies, a very good half
hour on 14.290MHz brought a ‘pile-up’ with 15
QSOs in 37 minutes. This was the first time I
had experienced a pile-up !
Saturday produced a total of 23 QSOs, mainly
on 20m with some on 40m and a couple on
80m. Sunday was a little more sedate, starting
on 40m, then switching to 20m (14.305MHz)
for most of the day, then back to 40m later in
the afternoon.

On the Crofton site the G4GBP inverted ‘L’
worked well, probably due to the soil type and
moisture content. The site, though 200m from
the canal, had damp soil, as the earth system
was immediately next to the overflow bath and
not far from the leat. In contrast, the Wilton
Windmill site which had been used for the
‘Mills-on-the-Air’ special event was on the top
of a chalk hill and the soil was very dry,
resulting in a difficult to tune antenna, and
poor performance. Lessons learned !
Another lesson learned – it is hard work
operating a special event station on your own.
I feel that by being busy working stations I
was neglecting those members of the public
who were showing an interest in what I was
doing. That is why I am making up an
exhibition showcase all about Amateur Radio.
This will at least give explanations of our
wonderful hobby to those who may show an
interest.
Colin North G4GBP

(Chairman’s Report continued from page 8)

I want to get involved in all aspects of this huge
amateur radio hobby, to grow my skills, learn
and play with new modes, build better antennas
etc. But also “Involvement” from others. I want
a club where members want to be Involved, want
to help steer the club's future by serving on the
committee, want to grow other people's skills by
sharing their own experiences, want to organise
special events and activities beyond the Friday
night meeting. So, if you want the club to grow get Involved; never ask the question, “Why
doesn't the club do ….”, instead ask “What do I
need to do to enable the club to do ......”
Knowing is not enough; we must apply.
Willing is not enough; we must do.

Countries worked:
G, DL, YO, HB9, SM, IZ, OE, E74, SQ, 9H4,
OH, (OH9JB in the Arctic Circle and solar
powered !) LZ, PA & ON.
With a total of 57 QSOs in the logbook, it was
a very pleasant weekend.
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– Goethe
Brian Jones G0UKB
Chairman

GB2GP Jamboree on the Air / Jamboree on the Internet
at Gilwell Park, 15th & 16th June 2011
participate in the worldwide event. Scout Groups
from the local county visited the station throughout
the weekend, providing a steady stream of visitors
to experience the international aspects of Scouting
without having to travel the world. The station also
received visitors from further afield including
Scouts from Hampshire, America and a leader
from Australia! Several of the visitors had their
own radio licences and were delighted to be able to
operate the radios from Gilwell Park.

The 3rd weekend in October is the Scout
Association's Jamboree On The Air (JOTA).
Itchen Valley have run several successful JOTA
stations but this year Brian G0UKB and Liz
M0ACL where honoured to be invited to take part
in the UK main national station from Gilwell Park.
GB2GP along with HB9S from the Scout HQ in
Geneva are the two most prestigious stations active
during the weekend which also includes such
notable callsigns as Sweden's SC0UT. GB2GP at
Gilwell Park is a semi-permanent set-up, the
antennas are up permanently and the other
equipment is set-up especially for special events
such as JOTA. And what a set-up, 4 HF stations
(one with a 400W linear, one dedicated to digital
modes) and one VHF, all using Ham Radio Deluxe
to contribute to a single master log which was
displayed on a huge plasma screen. Dedicated
mono-band antennas and single-band band-pass
filters meant everything operated without
interference and problem. The weekend was full
board with excellent meals provided by two
dedicated chefs and accommodation in Gilwell's
dorms, although Liz and I elected to sleep in the
campervan, which was probably about the same,
just above freezing temperature! Sunday morning
Brian dropped and broke his clip-on magnifiers, so
during the session where Brian was running the
electronic kit making he needed to wear two pairs
of spectacles, one atop the other, to get the
appropriate magnification to search for solder
bridges - fortunately Liz saved his blushes by
being too busy to take a photo!
Gilwell Park hosted a comprehensive set-up this
year for JOTA / JOTI providing a large 'internet
cafe' and amateur radio station to allow visitors to

Set-up commenced on Friday morning, with the
internet cafe and the networking infrastructure
established, and the radios and aerials rigged ready
for the global start of the event at midnight. A
team of 18 radio amateur Scout Leaders and
internet enthusiasts arrived throughout the day as
their work permitted. By late evening, we were
chatting on the internet to Scout stations in
Australia and the Far East by way of a test of the
system. The radios were also tuned and tested and
late in the evening we were contacting Scout
stations across Europe and into America ready for
the arrival of the participants early on Saturday
morning.
The internet cafe had 16 computers all using the
'Internet Chat' software to allow participants to
meet other Scouts around the world in 'chat
rooms'. The whole environment was monitored
and moderated by the channel 'ops' around the
world, and Gilwell Park were fortunate to have
two of the ops with us for the weekend, providing
us with assistance and statistics about who was
online. Scouts were tasked with finding out a few
facts about their contacts, including a weather
report, and this was posted onto a large map to
build up a picture of the global weather. Reports
were soon coming in from as far as Japan,
Australia, the Philippines and across Europe. It
was interesting to watch the different parts of the
world coming online as they woke up. As the
event progressed this distinction blurred as Scouts
all over the world stayed up all night to continue
taking part!
Gilwell Park also had the amateur radio stations
running from early on Saturday morning, speaking
to Scouts who were visiting their local stations all
over the world. For each new country that was
contacted on the radio, a pin was put in the map
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and a string from the UK run out to the pin and
back. Radio conditions over the weekend were
superb and very soon a spiders web started
appearing showing the distances covered to the
remote Scouts.
In addition to the computers and radios, Gilwell
Park also had a weather satellite receiver, showing
the images received straight from the satellites as
they passed over head. With the fine weather, the
UK showed up very clearly and the Scouts enjoyed
watching the picture appear as it was received to
see how much the clouds had moved since the
previous image.
Another popular activity was the electronic kit
building – this kept the team busy all weekend!
There were 3 small kits available for the visitors to
build: a windmill flashing badge; a flashing light
game; and a small crystal radio. With the help of
the team, everyone went away with a working
project, and the flashing badges could be seen
around the station as they took part in the other
communications activities.
This year JOTA had a new exercise – a simulated
natural disaster that required radio messages to be
received and passed to other radio stations and the
local authorities. Gilwell Park took part in the
exercise with a fully portable radio station located
out in the campsite and run from battery power.
Several of the visiting Scouts, including those
from Hampshire and from the 8th Newham Scouts
assisted with setting up the aerial and listening for
the emergency messages. Several messages were
received and these were relayed on to surrounding
groups for further relay. Just in case the batteries
ran low, there was also a bicycle powered
generator available as a backup. This was tried by
the Scouts during the weekend, but it was soon
established that it's quite hard work to provide
enough energy by this method to keep the batteries
topped up.

amazingly awake for the time of day. One young
Scout spoke to a radio amateur in South Africa
living in the Kruger National Park. He was
delighted to learn about the white lions that lived
in the bush right outside the house! One of the
team was also surprised to receive a greeting sung
to him from Scouts in Malta.
A very successful weekend and thanks go to all the
team that assisted in setting up, running and
catering for the event, and for the swift clearing up
on the Sunday evening. Plans are already in
progress for next year, with hopefully even more
contacts and visitors!
Brian Jones G0UKB
( Vic’s Article continued from page 17
‘A Year in the Life of………….’)
At the moment the DDS is being built, as is
the data logger which is the G4JNT offering
as described in a recent RADCOM. It’s all in
the cause of self-education
Where to now?
The foregoing finishes with a description of
“Work in Progress”. Amateur radio is all about
experimentation or operating as it takes one’s
interest, and develops as one’s interests
change and experience is gained. And there
is such a wide range of interesting topics EME, Slow Scan TV; data mode operation,
programming of PICs and contesting - the list
is very long and constantly changing. Long
Live Amateur Radio - watch this space.

Notable contacts during the weekend included
speaking to the Japanese Scout Headquarters, the
World Scout Bureau in Geneva and meeting
Scouts across all the continents (except
Antarctica!). In total Gilwell Park spoke to over
250 radio stations in over 40 different countries.
The Internet Chat rooms had almost 5,000
simultaneous participants at one point, located all
around the world. The station managed to establish
a webcam link with Scouts across the UK and as
far as Mexico and the Philippines. For the
Mexicans it was 3:30am and they were looking
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Vic Bryant G3NVB

The Border War 1988
in South West Africa / Angola
“In general we actually experienced quite a tough
time. As a consequence of the terrain and the
distances involved, one was almost always in some
kind of “skip zone” – always too far or too close to
ensure good, normal communications, for both
ground wave or air wave, and this is what made it
so difficult. For VHF communications one could
reach a maximum of 3 km distance as a result of
the terrain – the sand, thick bush, and because the
earth was absolutely flat. As soon as you reached
a slight elevation, VHF was most certainly
superior because you could then achieve ‘line of
sight’ communication. But due to the flat nature
of the earth, generally the reach by means of VHF
was very limited.

During this time we also made increasing use of
“heli coils”, in other words, at the base of an
antenna we mounted a blue “heli coil” to assist
with communication; each one was cut according
to a certain frequency, and it worked like a second
ATU.
A whip antenna just did not work, with the
technology available in those days. I’m telling
you, we performed miracles.”

Batteries were also a challenge. The technology
was at that stage not so advanced that batteries
were reliable, nor did they last very long at all.
Despite this, our communications were good. But
we worked very hard to achieve this. We also had
many “tricks” to overcome many of the burdens
we faced. For example, with antennas. Sometimes
we would drag a long Don-10 wire behind a
Buffel, in order to establish communication by this
means – it actually worked.

The Buffel was a ‘mine-protected’ vehicle

Sloping Wire antennas also worked well.
The “G5RV” dipole antenna also worked well; we
believed in it – even though to this day I don’t
know what it means ! It looked slightly different
to our usual dipole antenna.
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from ‘General Communication Challenges in the
Operational Area’ by Col. Bobby Keller
Thanks to Quintin M1ENU
for this interesting article

The incredibly useful Stub Filter !
by Graham King G3XSD
Introduction
Most operators use one transceiver i.e. one transmitter and one receiver at a time. All that is needed is a
tx/rx switch and possibly a low pass filter in the antenna line to protect your neighbours TV ! This is fine,
but are there any more sophisticated possibilities for more complex cases. What about a contest station
listening on two bands simultaneously whilst transmitting on any one ? Alternatively, what about a
dxpedition station with several ops on different bands simultaneously ? In these cases the filtering needs are
not just to protect your neighbours from a single transceiver, but to protect each other from cross band
interference and /or receiver front-end damage when operating simultaneously on many bands.
Over the years there have been many suitable filters produced commercially, but they have always been
expensive, especially when the end-user wants to use a linear amp. These products never seem to remain in
production for long, probably because it is a very small market and the economics don't add up.
Fortunately, it doesn't matter because there is an alternative that is effective and truly cheap! This is where
the tuned 'stub' comes in. But first, what are these 'stubs' ?
The 'Stub'
A stub is a specially cut ¼ wave or other fractional wavelength piece of coax, either terminated in a short or
an open circuit.
What characteristics do they each possess ?
To appreciate this you have to appreciate the standing wave patterns that are the combination of outward
and reflected waves that exist on the line. When first energised an outward travelling wave moves from the
feed-point toward the terminated end. In our case the only possibilities at the termination are open circuits
or short circuits. Both represent a total mismatch with the characteristic impedance of the line, and in both
cases energy is reflected back towards the feed-point. The interaction of outward and reflected waves
produces an unchanging pattern on the line. This is the standing wave. There is one for current and one for
voltage. For a short circuited stub, the voltage is reflected in anti-phase and the current is reflected in phase,
whilst for the open circuit termination the opposite is true for voltage and current respectively. The results
therefore look like this, short circuit termination first:

Figure 1
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Now for the open circuit termination:

Figure 2
The ratio of voltage and current standing waves at any point is the impedance at that point, and the stubs are
generally connected in shunt (parallel) with the line connecting the transceiver to the aerial.
For a short circuited stub ¼ wave long, at the feed-point, current is low and voltage is high giving a high
impedance. At twice the frequency the same stub is a ½ wave and at the feed-point the stub offers a very
low impedance, theoretically a short ( voltage = 0 ). This value repeats at harmonically related frequencies.
e.g. an 80m ¼ wave shunt stub with a short circuit end allows 80m to pass but acts as a short circuit on 20m
and 10m. This is because on 20m the 80m ¼ wave stub is 1 wavelength long, again offering a low
impedance. At 10m the result is the same because the stub is now 2 wavelengths long.
Assuming that the transmission line between the transceiver and the antenna is matched, then the stub can
be attached at a convenient point using 'tee' connectors.
This gives rise to a set up rather like this:
MULTI-TRANSMITTER FILTERS – Fred Lass K2TR
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When a line has standing waves on it it is reactive. For an open circuit line, from the termination to a ¼
wave it is capacitive. From a ¼ wave to a ½ wave it is inductive. At the termination and at ½, 1, 1½, etc it is
a theoretically resistive high impedance, equivalent to a parallel tuned circuit, At ¼ wave multiples it is a
resistive low impedance, equivalent to a series tuned circuit and as such this means that these stubs have a
resonance and a bandwidth. Using high quality coax gives a bandwidth of typically a couple of hundred
kilohertz so this might mean different stubs for CW and SSB operation. This, however, is no great
disadvantage given the cheapness of making up these stubs compared to the cost of buying in multiple filter
packs.
What type of coax should I use to make stubs ? Well, clearly a low velocity factor would be good
( something around 0.66 ) as this means your stubs can be shorter. At the same time, higher quality
improves the potential attenuation. What about RG58? ( some people say it's about all its good for ! )
Frequency

λ/4 Open

λ/2 Shorted, 2nd Harm

160M

18-21 dB

80M

20-23 dB

23-27 dB

40M

23-26 dB

25-27 dB

20M

26-29 dB

26-29 dB

10M

28-30 dB

In what way are stubs better than conventional filters? Usually this is when high power transmitters are
used. Most amateur filter packs operate in the range 100-200 Watts, whereas stubs can operate in the KW
area. Also, they are cheaper, and arguably more flexible.
What's the best way of making up stubs? The use of an antenna analyser is recommended. Don't forget that
the club owns one!
Graham King G3XSD

Examination Statistics confirm that Amateur Radio continues to remain a popular hobby, the
following table indicates the number of successful candidates.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Average pass rate

Foundation
1719
1605
1678
1704
1605
85%

Intermediate
604
603
677
662
596
94%
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Advanced
326
161
263
289
222
68%

